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Chapter 1

f  1 Introduction
The purpose o f this thesis is to investi<j«(i some problems 

concerning products o f  groups, that is given a group G with 
subgroups H and K we investigate what effect the structures of H and 
K have on the the structure of the product HK. In chapters 2 and 3 
we consider the case where the product is itself a group and in 
chapter 4 we consider the case where the product need not be a 
group.

In this introductory chapter I would like to give a brief 
description of some o f the results already proved in this area 
concerning groups which are factorised as a product of two of their 
subgroups.

Solubility in Factorised Groups

A question which has received much attention over the last few 
years is the following: given a group G=HK which is factorised as a 
product of subgroups H and K ,what conditions on the structure of H 
and K are sufficient to ensure that G be soluble?

In 1955 Ito proved the following

Theorem (Itofll) Any group which can be expressed as a product of 
abelian subgroups is metabelian.

The proof of this theorem consist of a quite (elegantly) short 
commutator argument. The theorem is particularly remarkable as it 
imposes no conditions (such as finiteness) on the whole group.
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Chapter 1

A few years later in 1961^it was proved Lc\ Kegel that:-

Theorem (Kegeltll (and Wielandtfl])) Any finite group which can 
be expressed as a product of nilpotent subgroups is soluble.

Since that time some further generalizations of the above have 
been made, for example it is shown in Kazarinlll that:-

Theorem (Kazarinlll) Any finite group which can be expressed as a 
product of two subgroups each contai n ing a nilpotent subgroup of 
index at most two is soluble.

Kazarin also observes that the factorbtftion of S(5) as 
S(5)=S(4X(12345)> shows that the above would not be true if 
'index at most 2' was replaced by 'index at most 3'.

An interesting question arising from the above work is: given 
a finite group G=HK factorised as a product of nilpotent subgroups 
H and K,what effect do the the nilpotent classes of H and K have on 
the derived length of G? The following has been conjectured:-

Coniecturef») Suppose G=HK is a (finite) group which can be 
expressed as the product of two subgroups H and K where H is 
nilpotent of class c and K is nilpotent of class d. Then is the derived 
length of G at most c+d?

Of course Ito's Theory shows that this conjecture is true in the 
case where c=d=l (even if G is infinite) and a result in Hall and 
Higmanll] shows that the conjecture is true if  the subgroups H and K 
have coprime orders In general it is not known if the derived length 
of G can be bounded at all in terms of c and d.
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Chapter 1

A 1973 paper by Pennington shows the following two 
results:-

Theorem (Penningtonlll) Suppose G=HK is a finite group with 
subgroups H and K, where H is nilpotent of class c and K is nilpotent 
of class d. If n  is the set of primes diviotow both the order o f H  and the 
order of K,then the (c+d)th term of the derived series of G is a 
nilpotent 7C-group.

Theorem (Penningtonlll)Suppose G=HK is a finite group which can 
be expressed as a product of nilpotent subgroups H and K. Then for 
any prime p the maximal normal p-subgroup of G, Op(G), can be 
expressed as the product

Op(G)-(Op(G)f|H)(Op(G)nK).

We see that combining these two results , in the situation of 
the first theorem we must have that:-

d(G) < c+d+max^^diiOpiOTlHKOpiOnK))}
(d(G):=derived length of G);

and so the problem of finding a bound (though not the bound of the 
conjecture) is reduced to the case where G is a p-group.

Some progress has been made in bounding the derived length 
of a group that is the the product of an abelian subgroup and a 
nilpotent subgroup in terms of the order of the derived subgroup of 
the nilpotent subgroup. The best result of this kind is the following 
proved by Zaitsev:-

Theorem (Zaitsev(ll) Let G=HK be a group with H abelian and K

3



Chapter 1

nilpotent with finite derived subgroup K' of order p1ai...pnan 
where p lt ...,pn are distinct primes. Then G is soluble with derived 
length at most l+Siaj+.-.+an).

Subnormalitv In Factorised Groups

Given a group G=HK which can be expressed as a product of 
subgroups H and K and which contains another subgroup X an 
interesting question to ask is: what 'subnormality relations' between 
the subgroups H and X and the subgroups K and X will suffice to 
enable us to deduce that X is subnormal in G ? The most striking 
result so far concerning this question is the following theorem 
proved by Wielandt (first proved by Maier for soluble subgroups):-

Theorem (Wielandt; Theorem 7.7 in Lennox and Stoneheweril]) 
Suppose G=HK is a finite group that can be expressed as a product of 
subgroups H and K and suppose X is a subgroup of Hf|K and that X 
is subnormal in both H and K. Then X is subnormal in G.

This theorem has also been extended to certain classes of 
infinite groups (e.g. periodic nilpotent-by-abelian-by-finite groups 
and soluble minimax groups) by Stonehewer (see!>fconehewer{l]).

In the above theorem we require that the subgroup X be 
contained in both of the subgroups H and K. It is natural to try and 
generalise this result by taking away the requirement that X be 
contained in Hf|K and imposing some new subnormality condition 

such as assuming that X is subnormal in <X,X^> for every element 1 
in H(JK. To this end Maier and Sidki have proved the following 
result:-
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Chapter 1

Theorem (Maier and Sidki[l]) Let G=HK be a finite soluble group 
with H and K subgroups and suppose that X is a p-subgroup of G 

such that X is subnormal in <X,X^> for all 1 in H(jK. Then X is 
subnormal in G.

In a similar vein Wielandt has proved the following:-

Theorem (Wielandt; Theorem 7.7.3 in Lennox and Stonehewertll) 
Suppose X is a subgroup of the finite group G=HK where H and K 

are subgroups and suppose that XXa=XaX is a group for every 
aeHUK.

(a) If X is subnormal in XXa for every aeH (jK ; then X is 
subnormal in G.

(b) If X is nilpotent, then X is subnormal in G.

The Exponent o f  a FactorLed Group

Another question concerning groups which can be expressed as 
products of two of their subgroups is what effect do the exponents of 
the 'factor' subgroups have upon the exponent of the whole group. 
The following result was proved by Howlett, refining work begun in 
Holt and Howlettll].

Theorem (Howlettll]) Suppose G=AB is a group (finite or infinite) 
that can be expressed as the product of two abelian subgroups A and 
B where A has exponent e and B has exponent f. Then the exponent 
of G divides ef.

Sysak and Suchkov have constructed very clever examples
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which show that two natural conjectures that could be made are in 
fact untrue.

Theorem (Suchkovlll) There exists a group G=HK which can be 
expressed as a product of two periodic subgroups H and K but which 
contains an element of infinite order.

Theorem (Sysaklll) There exists a group G=HK which can be 
expressed as a product of (infinite) p-subgroups H and K (i.e. every 
element of H or K has order a power of p) but which contains an 
element of order q where q is a prime not equal to p.

Sysak also gives some conditions under which the exponent of 
the factorized group is 'better behaved' than in the above example.

Theorem (Sysakill) Let G=HK be a group with an ascending 
normal series with (locally nilpotent)-by-finite factors. Suppose that 
H and K are rc-groups for some set of primes n  and that either (i) H 
or K has an ascending normal series with almost abelian factors or 
(ii) 7i(H)f|7t(K) = 0  (where 7t(H)=|p i p is prime and H has an 
element of order p^.Then G is a Tt-group.

Rank, the Maximal and Minimal Conditions and Factorised 
Groups

A basic question about a group which can be expressed as a 
product of two of its subgroups is: if the two 'factor subgroups' have 
a certain property (such as having finite rank or satisfying the 
minimal /maximal condition) does the whole group also have this 
property. I would like in this section to give a brief list of some of
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the results which have been achieved so far.

Theorem (Lennox and Rosebladell]) Suppose G=HK is a soluble 
group where H and k  are polycyclic subgroups. Then G is polycyclic.

For the purposes of the next two results we will say that a 
groupG-Usrank r if r is the smallest positive integer such that every 
finitely generated subgroup of G can be generated by r elements.

Theorem (Robinsonlll) Suppose G=HK is a soluble group, where H 
and K are subgroups of G of finite rank, at least one of which is 
nilpotent. Then G has finite rank.

Theorem (Chemikovlll) Suppose G=HK is a locally finite group 
where H and K are subgroups of G of finite rank. Then G has finite 
rank.

Theorem (Chemikov[21) Suppose G=HK is a locally stepped group 
where H and K are extremal subgroups. Then G is extremal. (A 
group is said to be locally stepped if each finitely generated subgroup 
contains a proper subgroup of finite index. A group is said to be 
extremal if it is an abelian-by-finite group satisfying the minimal 
condition.)

Factorisations o f Simple Groups

Recently several papers have been published which use the 
classification of finiteAgriups to study products of subgroups. One 
such paper, Arad and Fismanll] gives a complete list of all the 
possible expressions of simple groups as products of subgroups of

7
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coprime order. There are remarkably few of them. in fact the only 
simple groups which can be expressed in this way are

(1) Ap for all primes p>5 (this is the 'obvious' factorization 
where one o f the factor subgroups is isomorphic to Ap_j).

(2) M u  and M23 (where one of the factor subgroups is 
isomorphic to in the first case and M22 in the second).

(3) Certain projective special linear groups.

Also using this and the classification Arad an Fisman have given an 
affirmative answer to Szep's Conjecture.

Theorem (Arad and Fismanl21) Suppose G=HK is a finitewith H 
and K subgroups of G each having a non-trivial centre. Then G is 
not simple.

Finally there is the work of Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl who 
have classified the maximal factorizations of the simple groups. A 
factorization G=HK by subgroups H and K is said to be maximal if 
both of H and K are maximal subgroups of G.

Theorem (Liebeck, Praeger and Saxllll) Let L be a finite simple 
group and G a group such that L<G£AutL. Suppose that G=HK for 
some subgroups H and K*then the triple (G;H,K) is explicitly known.

8
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The Main Results o f this Thegii

In Chapter 2 we study subnormality in groups that can be 
expressed as a product of their subgroups. The main results are the 
foil owing: -

Theorem 2.3.5 Let G=HK be a finite soluble group with H and K 
subgroups and suppose X is a subgroup of G for which there exists a 
posit ui integer n such that D,Xi,...,xn ]€X for all leH ljK  and 
X j , . . .^  eX . Then X is subnormal in G.

Theorem 2.4.2 Suppose G=HK is a finite group with H and K 
subgroups. Let X be a subgroup of G such that X has a Sylow tower, 

X is subnormal in H and XkX=XXk for every keK . Then X is 
subnormal in G.

In chapter 3 we investigate Conjecture(*) (in the section on 
solubility above) and show that certain products o f abelian and class 
two groups are soluble with derived length at most 3. The main 
results are:-

Theorem Let G=A(XB) be a group with abelian subgroups A,X and 
B, where X normalizes B and BX isfclpotent of class at most 2. Then 
under the following conditions G has derived length at most 3 :-

(i) G is a finite p-group for some odd prime p, X is cyclic, X 
normalizes A and AX has nilpotency class at most 2. (Corollary 
3.2.2).

(ii) G is a finite 2-group, X has order 2 and A and B are

9
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elementary abelian 2-groups. (Corollary 3.4.11),

(iii) A and B are elementary 2-groups, X has order 2 and X 
normalizes A. (G can be infinite). (Corollary 3.3.2),

In Chapter 4 we investi <j ate products of subgroups which are 
not themselves groups. We construct a group which shows that the 
obvious generalisation of Wielandt's Theorem fails to be true 
(Example 4.2.1) and prove some easy results about the exponent a 
subgroup contain ad. in a product of abelian subgroups.

Notation and Defi nitions

Let G be a group with subgroups H and K.
For any elements h and g we define the conjugate of h by g to 

be

h® = g-1hg.

We define the commutator [h.g] to be 

[h,gl = h_1g_1hg>

and we define the repeated commutator [h,ng] for any nortW’ti integer 
n inductively by

[h^g]=h and [h,ngl -  Rh,n_1g],g].

Similarly, given any n elements glf ...,gn of G we define another 
element by

10
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[gi.g2- - g ni = i- ig i  ■ g2i-g3i.--i.gn i-

W e can now define certain subgroups of G. We have

HK = <hk | for a i l  he H. ke K> )

and in particular we call the normal closure of H in G; it is the 
smallest normal subgroup of G containing H. Similarly^ we define 
the subgroup [H,K] by

[H,Kl » <  [hjd I for every heH , keK >,

and we define the subgroup [H,nK] inductively by

[H,t Kl * [H,K] and [HmK] -

A lso given any n subgroups of G; we define a new subgroup
by

[HltH2.....Hnl = H...IIH! ,H 2],H3]...LHnl .

We define the derived series of G to be the series of 
subgroups Gri),G<2\...  inductively as follows

Gri) « [G,G1 and G<n> -  iG(n' 1),G<n- 1)L

W e sometimes write G ' for the derived subgroup G^) and G" for 
G<2> and so on. A group is called soluble if there exists a positive 
integer n for which G^n)=l,and the smallest such integer is called the

11
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derived length o f  G,which we will denote by d(G).
G is said to be nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such 

that [G,nG] = 1 ̂ and G will be said to be nilpotent of class c if c is the 
smallest positive integer such that [G^G] = 1.

H is said to  be subnormal in G if there exists a series of 
subgroups such that

FI<HJ<H2<3......<Hn=G

and the length o f a  shortest such series is called the (subnormal) 
defect of H in G.

List o f Symbols

H<G H is a subgroup of G
H<G H is a normal subgroup of G
G /N the factor group of G by a normal subgroup N
H snG H is a subnormal subgroup of G
H<nG H is a subnormal subgroup of G having deFec t a i

most n
XcY the set X is a subset of the set Y
<x> the subgroup generated by a subset X o f G
IGI the order of the group G
HK the set {hk i he H.ke k }
IG:H| the index of H in G
Z(G) the centre of G

CQ<*> the centralizer of the element g in G

c g (H) the centralizer of the subgroup H in G
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the normalizer o f H in G 

the Fitting subgroup of G (i.e. the largest 
normal subgroup of G that is nilpotent) 
the maximal normal re-subgroup of G for 
set of primes n
the field containing p elements, where p is 
prime



Chapter2

$2 Subnormalizers and Products

f o . l  Introduction

Given a subgroup H of a group G} the normalizer of H in G is 
defined to be

Nq (H) = {g€Gl H is normal in <H,g>};

and we know that H is normal in G if and only if N ^(H ) = G.

In this chapter we look at some possible deft nitions (suggested 
by Wielandt) of an analagous set, namely the 'subnormalizer' of H, 
and investigate the properties of this set especially with regard to 
factorized groups.

The following theorem of Wielandt (Theorems 7.3.3 and 
7.3.11 in Lennox and Stonehewerll]) suggests several possible 

definitions of the subnormalizer.

Theorem  2.1.1(Wielandt) Suppose X is a subgroup o f the finite 
group G. Then each of the following conditions is equivalent to X sn
G.

(i) X sn <X,g> for all g in G;

(ii) X sn <X,X®> for all g in G;

14
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(iii) For all g in G and x in X there exists a positive integer n 
such that [g^xleX;

(iv) geG  and ge<X ,X 8>  implies that geX.

Four possible subnormalizers of a subgroup X of a (finite) group G 
suggested by the above are:-

SG(X) « {geGI X sn <X,g>};

SG '(X ) = {geGI X sn <X,Xg>);

2
SG (X) -  {geG for which there exists a positive n for which 

[g,x1,x2,...,xn leX  for any elements xlt ...,xn in X};

SG^(X) = (ge  G for which given any element x in X there 

exists a positive integer n such that [g,nx]eX}.

The principal theorem regarding subnormalizers and products 
on which these investigations are based is the following theorem of 
Wielandt (Theorem 7.7.1 in Lennox and Stonehewerfll).

Wielandt'g Theorem Suppose G=HK is a finite group with H and 
K subgroups and suppose that X is a subgroup of G with X sn H and 
X sn K. Then X sn G.

15
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In / 2  .2 we prove some easy results about subnormalizers in 
metabelian groups'then in ̂ 2.3 we prove a generalization of 
Wielandt's theorem to soluble groups. In f  2.4 we look at what would 
happen if HK (as in Wielandts theorem above) w«nenot necessarily a 
group. Finally in f  2.5 we investigate subgroups of groups that 
permute with certain of their conjugates.

Before proceeding, we first state a result o f Wielandt that is 
used several times in this chapter.

Theorem 2 .1.2(Wielandt) Suppose G=HK is a finite group with H 
and K subgroups and suppose p is a prime dividing the order of G. 
Then there exists Sylow p-subgroups Hp and Kp of H and K 
respectively such that HpKp is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.

f e .2  Metabelian Groups

In this section some easy results about metabelian groups are 
proved. Firstly it is shown that for various metabelian groups the 
"subnormalizers" Sq (X), S^q (X) and S^q (X) suggested in 2.1 are 
actually groups. We note that in Casoldll] a detailed characterization 
of the finite 'sn-groups' is given (an sn-group being a group for 
which Sq (X) is a group for all subgroups X of G).

Proposition 2.2.1 Suppose G is a periodic metabelian group and X 
is a subgroup of G. Then S^q (X) is a group.

Proof

16
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S2G(X) = {geG such there exists n=n(g) such that 
[gpt1>...(xn ]6 X for all

and it follows that to f fw i  the proposition it suffices to show that for 
any hJc€S2Q(X) there exists an integer n such that Dik.Xj.....xn ]eX.

Let h and k be elements of S2q (X) and choose positive 
integers m and p such that

Dlxj ,...,xm j€ X for all x, .....Xn, € X

and

k .y i .....yp X for all yt .....yp € X .

Let *1.....xm+p be arbitrary elements o f X. Consider the element
[h.Xjjk. We have that

nh,x1Pc,x2]=[Ih,x1],X2^ lk=IIh,x1],X2 1̂  (since G is metabelian), 

and similarly

Hh.XjjL^.....xm]=[h,x1 .....xm]k=zk=[k,z“ 1 lz for some zeX .

It follows that

thkfXj ....»xm+p]=[[h,Xj J^tk.Xj],X2»•••>xm+pl

17
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=[(Dc,z-ilzik,x1 ,...,xm)),xfn+1,...^in+p]€  X,

and hence hk€S2Q(X) as required. □

Corollary 2.2.2 Suppose G is a finite metabelian group and X is a 
subgroup of G. Then S^q (X) is a group.

Proof

S ^ f X )  -  { geGI X sn <X,Xg> }}

and so to prove the corollary it suffices to show that if h,keS^Q(X) 

then X is subnormal in <X ,X ^>.

Let h .keS 1G(X);then since S lG(X )S S 2G(X )an d X S  
S2G(X) it follows from Proposition 2.2.1 that

<X,)Pk > S S2g (X),

and hence by Theorem 2.1.1(iii) it follows that X is subnormal in 

< X ,X ^>  as required. □

It is easy to see that method of proof of the above corollary 
could be used to show that Sq (X) is a group for any subgroup X of 
any finite metabelian group G. The final two results of this section 
show that Sq (X) is a group for any subgroup X of any metabelian

18
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group G.

Proposition 2.2.3 Suppose G=<H,K> is a metabelian group with H 
and K subgroups of G, and suppose X is a subgroup of G such that 
X<"H and X ^ K .  Then X <3 m+n G.

Proof Let G=<H,K> be as described in the theorem. We note first 
of all that

[G.X] = [H,X]G[K,X]G.

Also we note that since G is metabelian it follows that ttH,x/"\X] is 

normal in G and in fact in general we have that [[H,X]^\SX] is normal 

in G for any s>0. Similarly HK,X]*“\ SX] is normal in G for any s>0. 
Hence we may deduce that for any s>0 we have that

[G,SX] = IH,X1G,s_,X] [K,X]G ,s_1X] (.)•

Now G = <H,K> = H[H,K]K and so since G is metabelian it follows 
that

[H,X]G = [H,X]K.

Also we have that

ffh,xlk ,y]=lIh,x],[k_1,y” 1lyJk = Kh.xl.y^

19
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€ [H,X],XJK = iH,X],XJG 

for all heH , keK  and x.yeX.

It follows that

IH,X]G ,X] = hh,x ],x ]k

and clearly, using the above repeatedly, we will have that 

HH,X1G,^,X I = [H,sX]K for any s>0.

In particular, if we take s=n we find that 

lH,X]Gm_jXl S XK

and so, since X - ^ ^ X  , it follows that 

IH.X]Gw m _ ,X lS X .

Similarly

HK.X)G m+„ - , X ] S X | 

and so we can deduce from (*) that

20
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an d  hence X<in+nG as required. □

Using the observation made in f 7.7 of Lennox and Stonehewerfl^we 
can deduce

Corollary 2.2.4 Suppose G is a metabelian group and X any 
subgroup of G. Then Sq (X) is a group.

Proof
The set Sq (X) = {geGl X sn <X,g>} is clearly closed under 

taking inverses and hence to show that it is in fact a group it suffices 
to show that it is closed under taking products.

Let h and k be any two elements of Sq (X). Then X sn <X,h> 
and X sn <X,k> and hence using proposition 2.2.3 we can deduce 
that

X sn <XMM> £ <X,hk>.

Hence hk e  Sq (X), which proves the corollary. □

Note Wielandt gives an example (to be found inf7.7 of 
Lennox and Stonehewerfl]) of a finite soluble group G = <H,K> of 
derived length 3 which contains a subgroup X such that X <  H and X 
sn K but X is not subnormal in G (i.e. Sq (X) is not a group).

fe .3  Soluble Groups

The aim of this section is to prove the following generalization
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of W ielandts theorem (conjectured originally by Wielandt) for finite 
soluble groups

Suppose G=HK is a finite soluble group with H and K 
subgroups of G and suppose X is a subgroup of G with H(jK c  
S2g (X ). Then X sn G.

This result was proved independen/ty of the following earlier, 
slightly weaker result due to Carlo Casolo.

Theorem (Casolct) Let G=HK be a finite soluble group with H and 
K subgroups and suppose that X is a subgroup of G with 

H(JKc=S*q (X). Then X is subnormal in G.

T o  prove this «suit we first show that it is true when X is a 
nilpotent group. In this case the proof is a slightly adapted version of 
the p roo f of the following theorem proved in Maier and Sidki[l].

Theorem (Maier and Sidki) Let G be a soluble finite group 
factorised as a product G=HK of two of its subgroups H and K. Let 
X be a  subgroup of G of prime order such that H(jK c  S^q (X).
Then X  sn G.

F or completeness we give all of the adapted proof here.
First of all,we need/state two results, the first of which collects 

together some known facts about p'-groups of automorphisms of p - 
groups.
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Lemma 2.3.1 Suppose Q is a p'-group of automorphisms of a p -  
group P. Then the following are true

(i) P = Cp(Q)[P,Ql,

(ii) [P,Q] * [P.Q.Q],
(iii) if P is also abelian; then P = Cp(Q) x [P,QL 

Proof see Chapter 4 o f Gorensteinll], □

The second result is a quite recent result due to Wolf.

Theorem 2.3.2 (Corollary 1.9 of Wolf!ID Let V be an FIG]- 
module for a finite field F of order p and a p-soluble group G. 
Assume that Op( 0 = 1 ,0 ^  / an1 PeSylp(G). Then I PI <, IVl/2 □

Lemma 2.3.3 Suppose G=HK is a finite soluble group with H and 
K subgroups of G and suppose X is a subgroup of G of prime order 
with H1JK c  S3q (X). Then X sn O.

Proof (adapted from the proof in Maier and Sidki[l]).
Let G be a minimal counter example to the theorem. Let V be 

a minimal normal subgroup of G, then by the minimality of G we 
have that VXsn G and so since X is not subnormal in G it follows 
that that if the order o f  X=<x> (say) is p then V is an elementary 
abelian q-group for some prime q^p.

Suppose V is not the only minimal normal subgroup of G. Let 
W be a minimal normal subgroup of G not equal to V. &nce X is
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nilpotent, XV/V sn G /V  and X W /W  sn G />y it follows that there 
exists a positive integer n such that

[G^X] <; Wf|V -  1.
This implies that X is subnormal in Ĝ  contradicting our choice of G. 
Hence it follows that V is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. 

Now

Fitting(G)/Frattini(G) = Fitting(G/Frattini(G)>

and it follows that we must have Frattini(G) = 1 (otherwise 
XFrattini(G) is subnormal in G ( which would imply that X 
contained in Fitting(G) (by the equality above),and hence that X vert, 
subnormal in G).

Since Frattini(G) = 1 there exists a maximal subgroup M of G 
which does not contain V. We must have that G=MV and M f)V=l so 
we can deduce that Oq(G) -  (Oq(G)f)M) V, but Oq(G)f)M is normal 
in M and centralized by V and hence is normal in G. It follows that 
Oq(G)f|M = 1 (as V is unique) and hence that

V = Oq(G).

Claim Vf)H « Vf|K = 1

Suppose, for example, that Vf|H £  1. Let L = NG(Vf)H);then 

L £ V, H and so using Dedekind's intersection lemma we have that

L -  H(Lf)K).
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Let 1 £ ve  Vf)H*then since v e H c  s \ j ( X )  it follows that for some 
positive integer n we must have

lv „ x ]  -  1.
It follows fromLemma 2.3.1(iii) that v=cw where ceC y(X ) and 

we [V,X] and clearly we must have that

[w ^xl -  1

so that [w,n_jx] e Cy(X) f | [V,X] =1 and applying this process 

repeatedly we find that w =l and so veCy(X). So we have shown 

that Vf)H centralizes X and hence X is containqA. in L. If L were 
equal to G  then it would follow that V=VflH and hence X would 
be subnormal in VX, which is not the case. It follows that L is not 
equal to G and so using the minimality of G we can deduce that X is 
subnormal in L and hence is contained in Op(L) which is centralized 
by V<Oq(L); this is a contradiction.

Hence we must have that VflH=l and similarly V f)K =l also. 
This proves the claim.

By Theorem 2.1.2 there exists a Sylow q-subgroup Q of G 
which is factorised as

Q  -  (QnH)(Qf|K).

Now V^Q and so any element v of V can be expressed in the form
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v = hk for some he Qf)H, ke Qf|K.

Also, since V f)H = vnK *l, for any element heQf|H  there existat 
most one element k in $'f|K  such that hke V (for suppose k,eK*then 
if h k jeV  then k^kj-C hk)"1! * ,  e Vf|K = 1 and so k = k j). From this 
we can deduce that |V| < iQ flH l.

We now use Theorem 2.3.2 to derive a contradiction.For V is 
an FlG/V]-module for a finite field F of order q. Also Oq(G /V ) =1 
and Q V /V  e  Sylq(G) and so by Theorem 2.3.2 we must have that

I QV/Vl < IVI

and so

IVI < ion HI -  KQflH)v/vl £ IQV/VI < ivi

which is a contradiction. □

Corollary 2.3.4 Let G=HK be a finite soluble group with H and K 
subgroups and let X be a nilpotent subgroup of G with H(jK c  
S3g (X). Then X is subnormal in G.

Proof Let G be a minimal counter example to the theorem for 
which the order of X is also minimal. We note that for any subgroup 
Y of X we have that HUK c= S^q (Y), for X is nilpotent and hence 
for any elements ge H(jK and xe  X there exists a positive, integer n 
such that
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fellxl= l  €Y.

It follows, by the minimality of X, that every proper subgroup of X 
is subnormal in G and hence, if X is not to be subnormal in G, X 
must be a cyclic group of prime power order (otherwise we could 
find proper subgroups Y l and Y2 of X such that X -< Y ,,Y 2>  but 
then X would be subnormal in G by Wielandt's join criterion).

Now let Z be the subgroup j f  X that has prime order. By 
Lemma 2.3.3 ZjtX and so Z sn G /it  follows that if p is the order of Z 
then Op(G )^l. But by the minimality of G, we have Op(G)X sn G 
and clearly
X sn Op(G)X; and so X sn G which is a contradiction. □

We can now prove the main theorem o f the section.

Theorem  2.3.5 Let G=HK be a finite soluble group with H and K 
subgroups and suppose X is a subgroup of G  with H(jK c  S2q (X). 
Then X is subnormal in G.

P roof Let G be 4 minimal counter-example to the theorem for 
which the order of X is also minimal. Suppose V is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G so that VX is subnormal G and X is not 
subnormal in VX.

We first prove some statements about G.

(i)Xf F is the Fitting subgroup of G then F=Oq (G) for some prime q 
and in particular V is a q-group.
Proof Let q and r be any primes for which Oq (G )£ l and Or(G )^l;
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we wish to show that q=r. Suppose not and let Xq and Xq< be a Sylow 
q-subgroup of X and a Hall q'-subgroup of X respectively. Then we 
have that

Oq(G)X n Oq<G)X -  ( Oq (G)XqXq. n Oq<G)Xq.Xq )
-  (Oq (G)Xq n Oq<G)Xq.Xq )Xq.
= (Oq(G)Xq fl Oq'(G)Xq-)X
-  X.

But both Oq(G)X and Oq<(G)X are subnormal in G and it follows 
that for some positive integer n we have that

[G^Xl S Oq(G)X fl Oq<G)X »X

and hence X is subnormal in G, which is a contradiction and so we 
must have that q=r as required • □

(ii) Any proper subgroup of X containing X' (¿1) is subnormal in G 
and X /X '* C pm for some prime p.
Proof First of all we note that X '^ l by Corollary 2.3.4. Clearly for 
any proper subgroup Y of X containing X ' we have that HljK <= 
S^q CY) and so by the minimality of X,Y is subnormal in G. It 
follows that X /X ' must be cyclic of prime power order (by the 
argument used in the proof of Corollary 2.3.4). □

Let Xp be a Sylow p-subgroup of X.

(iii) p*q-
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Proof Suppose p=q. Let Xp< be a Hall p'-subgroup of X. Xp- is a 
subgroup o f X ' which is subnormal in G and so by Lemma 2.3.1(ii) 
we have that

IV^pJ -  [V,Xp«,Xp<] <; Vflx.

Also Xp is subnormal in VXp and so we can find a positiv* integer s 
such that

IV^Cpl-1.

Now

rv,xi -  tv^CpXp] (Vflx) [v^Cpj,

and it is easy to see that in general that for any positive integer 1 we 
have that

[V.,X1 (VflX) (V.iXpl 

and so in particular 

[V^X] <; X

from which we deduce that X is subnormal in G. This is a 
contradiction and so we must have that p^q as required.
□
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(iv) [VmXp] is not contained in X for any positive integer n.
Proof Suppoii[V,nXp] is contained in X for some positive integer n* 
then since p£q it follows from lemma 2.3.1(ii) that

[V ^pl = rv,Xp,Xpl <; Vf|X.

Now X=XpX' and X' sn VX so there exists a positive s for which 

[V,SX1 <S X ;

but

[V.X1 -  [v,XpXi <; (Vflx) r v . x i ) 

and in general it can be seen that

[VnX] < (VflX) [V,tX l for any positive integer t ) 

so that in particular 

[V^Xl <; X ^

from which we can deduce that X sn VX^which is a contradiction. 
□

(v) G = <H,V,Xp>.
Proof Suppose not then if we let M = <H,V,Xp >  then
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M=H(Mf)K)

and clearly HU(Mf)K) c  S^Q(MflX) and it follows from the 
minimality of G that

Xp £ MflX sn V(MRX),

and so there exists a positve integer n such that

tV-nXplSX,

which contradicts (v). Hence G = <H,V,Xp>  as required. □

Xp is a p-group of automorphisms of the the q-group F 
(since C£j(F)^F)^and so by Lemma 2.3.1 we have that

F -  Cp(Xp) ff\Xp] and [F,XpJ -  [F,Xp,Xp] (1).

If we let D=FflX then since VX sn FX it follows that

[F.Xpl £ FflVX -  VD,

and hence

[F.Xp] -  [F,Xp ,Xpl <; [V.XpJ [D.Xp] <; [F.Xpl (2).

If we think of [V,Xp] as a ZqXp-module and apply Maschke's
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Theorem we can deduce that

[V,Xp] -  W ® ( [V,Xp] (1 D),

where W is a subgroup of V with WXP=W, W f|X =l and (using 
2.3.1(iii)) Cw (Xp)= l. Using (1) and (2) we obtain

F = Cp(Xp) W  D.

Also X'f)Xp<X' sn G and so, using 2.3.1(H), we have that

rw ,x fixp] = [W ,X 'nXp^'nXp] < WflX = 1

i.e. XflXp £ Cx  (W). But Xp/iXflX^ =* X /X ' * Cpm and so it 

follows that there exists an element xeX p for which Cw (x)=l. In

particular, given an element weW^if there exists a positive integer r 
for which

[wlrxj = 1,

then we must have that w - 1.
Suppose f is an element of F for which there exists a positive 

integer r such that

If.fX] € X
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(for example given elements he H and d.d'e D /  could be any of 

[h.dUdJi] (= th ,d 1]d) or [h.dl^ )jthen we can write

f  = cwd for some ce Cp(Xp)=C say.weW  and deD.

Since V  is in the centre of F we have that

[f.fX] = [w,,x] d' eX  for some d'eD

and it follows that [w,rx]eW f)X=l and hence that w =l. So

feC D  (note that CD is not necessarily a group)
(3).

For any he H and d,d'e D we have that

th-d]*1 1 e  CD 

and in particular

dTh.dl e CD (4).

Given any element be[H,D] it can be written in the form

b  = tti1,d1]...[ht,d t] fo r  som e h i , . . . ,h t eH  andd1(...,d |€D j

and it is clear that by using (3) and for (4) repeatedly we can show 
that be  CD. Hence we have shown that [H,D] < CD and hence that
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DH = [HJ51 D S C D .

H HIt follows from this that [D ,Xp] ^  D and so the group D is
normalized by H,\£ and Xp and hence is a normal subgroup of G.

Zf)|
Now D contains D and hence is not the the trivial group as 

the last (non-trivial) term of the derived series of X is an abelian 
subnormal subgroup o f G  and hence is contained in Ff|X=D. It 
follows that some minimal normal subgroup U of G is contained in 

D and hence in CD. It follows that

[U,XpJ £  X

contradicting (iv) applied to U instead of V (the argument clearly 
applies to any minimal normal subgroup). This contradiction 
completes the proof. □

f2 .4  Permuting Conjugates

In Wielandtll] the following is proved:-

Suppose X is a subgroup o f  the finite group G= where 

A and B are subgroupsand suppose further that XX^=X®X for all 
ge A(JB. J fP  is a normal Sylow subgroup o f  X }then PsnG; 
further, i f  X  is nilpotent then X  sn G. (*)
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In the same paper he conjectured that the above theorem would 
remain true even if X was not required to be nilpotent. The aim of 
this section is to prove the above conjecture for several special cases.

Theorem 2.4.1 Suppose G=HK is a finite metabelian group with H 
and K subgroups, and suppose X is a subgroup of G such that 

XgX=XXg for all geH(jK. Then X is subnormal in G.

Proof Let G be a minimal counter example to the theorem for 
which the order of X is as small as possible. By (*) above we know 
that X is not nilpotent. Arguing as in the proof of 2.3.5(i) we can 
deduce that theiçexists a unique prime q such that Oq(G )£ l, in 
particular we have that G'<Oq(G) and hence also that Oq(G) is a 
Sylow q-subgroup of G.

Let Y be a Hall q'-subgroup of X and let V be a minimal 
normal subgroup of GJ so that VX is subnormal in G. Since G is 
metabelian and V is contained in the centre of G' it follows that [V,Y] 
is a normal subgroup of G and hence that [V,Y]=V (if V centralized 
Y then clearly X would be subnormal in VX and hence in G which 
would be a contradiction). It follows from lemma 2.3.1(iii) that

CV(Y)«1 (1).

If we let Q be the normal Sylow q-subgroup of X and let g be 

any element of H(jKj then by [heorem 2.1.2 we have that QgQ=QQg 

is the normal Sylow q-subgroup of XgX and in particular if Xj is 
any proper subgroup of X containing Q then
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[Xl X j 8] $ QQg;

and so X1X 18 =X18X1. It follows from the minimality of X  that X! 
is subnormal in G^and so using Wielandts join criterion we can 
deduce that X has a unique maximal subgroup containing Q . Hence 
since X /Q  is abelian it must in fact be cyclic from which it follows 
that Y is cyclic of order pn for some prime p. Let y be a generator 
of Y.

Again let g be any element of H or K and let L * X X ^  then 

since G is metabelian it follows that both X ' and X'8 are normal in L. 

In L modulo X 'X '^  X and X8  both have unique Sylow p-subgroups, 
which must permute because of the theorem of Wielandt mentioned 
above. It follows that

(X'Y)CX'Y)® = (X 'Y)g(X'Y).

If X did not equal XY then it would follow from the minimality of 
X that X Y  ware subnormal in G/but that would imply that X =Q X Y  
Wen subnormal in G and so we must have that X=XY i.e.

Q = x ' ( i) .

Regarding V as a ZqY-module and applying Maschke's 
Theorem we see that V must have a subgroup W such that
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V = W (vnx),w here W f|X = l and WY=W,

also W ^ l otherwise X would be subnormal in G. Now X is not 
subnormal in WX=VX and so by Theorem 2.1.1(iv) it follows that 
there exists an element w e W  such that w £ l and

w e  <X,X >  -  J;

also w=hk for some elements h and k in H and K respectively.

Claim < X ,X ^ >  is contained in the product XXkX**k which is i 
group:-

k hkClearly it is enough to show that XX X is a group. Let Xj 
and x2 be any elements of X*then

k~i jj
x ,  x2 = x1U i,k "1Ih,x2 ''1x2 = X jtti.X j’ Ix , ,k->lx2 

h k_1£ X X X (a set).

It follows that x k 'x h c  XhXk ~ 'x  and hence that

XX1*  c  XhkXXk = XhkXkX ,

hk kalso noting that X X is a group we see that

x x kx hk = x kx x hk c  X ^ ^ X ,
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lc hkand so we can deduce that XX X is a group, proving the claim.

We have that hk e  J= < X ,X ^ >  and so using the claim it follows that 
we can find elements X j ^  30(1 x3 of x  such 11131

hk = x1k-1X2k k '1h_1x3hk

and hence we have that 

heX k_1X

k
and in particular hk e  XX . It follows that

J £  XXk (2)

SupposehjeHjthen from (1) we have that X ' is the Sylow q - 

subgroup of XX^ 1 and hence

thj.y] g XXh * fl Oq(G) -  X ’.

It follows that H', and similarly K'( are contained inthe normalizer of 
X.

Let x be any element of X ' and let Hq and Kq be the Sylow q - 
subgroups of H and K respectively . By the result of Wielandt 
mentioned above we have that HqKq is the Sylow q-subgroup of G,
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and so since X ' is subnormal in G it follows that X ' £  HqKq and so 
there exists elements h ' and k' of Hq an d  K q respectively such that 
x=hV . Now

-  Btw-'Jc'x-'] -  D c J i f V x - ^

and so tk,x_1] e  < H \K \X >  <, N^(X) for any xeX \

By (2) we can find elements x and x' from X' such that 
w=x[x',k] and it follows that w e N^(X) so that in particular

[w,y] € WfJX » 1

but this implies that w= 1 contrary to our assumption.
□

The other results of this section look at the case where X is 
assumed to have a Sylow tower. We recall that a group G is said to 
have a Sylow tower if it possesses a normal series

l=H n^H .^ ...^H  -G  u 1 n

suchieach factor group H ./H .  ̂ is a normal Sylow subgroup of 

G /H ._ j for i=l,...,n.

We can now prove the following:-

Theorem 2.4.2 Suppose G=HK is a finite group with H and K 
subgroups. Let X be a subgroup of G such that X has a Sylow tower,
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k kX is subnormal in H and X X=XX for every keK. Then X is 
subnormal in G.

Proof Let G be a counter-example to the theorem of
minimal order for which JG:H is also minimal. We can deduce the 
following: -

(i) (As in the proof of Wielandt's theorem) H must be a 
maximal subgroup of G.

For otherwise^ if M is a maximal subgroup of G properly 
containing H then we have that M=H(MflK) so that X is subnormal 
in M by the minimality of G and hence X is subnormal in G=MK by 
the minimality of G:Hl

(ii) G -<K ,X >.
For if not then L=<K,X>=(Lf|H)K and so by the minimality 

of G we have that X is subnormal in L, but then X is subnormal in 
G=HL by Wielandt’s Theorem which is a contradiction.

(iii) X is not nilpotent.
Suppose first of all that X t$ a p-group for some prime p.

By (ii) we have that XG=XK (since X1̂  is normalized by both X and 
K kK) but X = n keKX is a p-group and it follows that X is 

subnormal in XG and hence in G which is a contradiction. Now 
suppose that X is nilpotent'then by theorem 2.1.2 all the (unique) 
Sylow subgroups of X satisfy the hypotheses of theTheorem and 
hence arguing as above they are subnormal in G and it follows from 
Wielandt's Join Theorem that X is subnormal in G which is a
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contradiction.

(iv) Let q be a prime for which X has a non-trivial normal 
q-subgroup Q, say (as X has a Sylow tow er some such q 
exists).Then Oq(G )¿ l.

For by Theorem 2.1.2 we have that Q^Q=QQ^ for all keK  
and so by the argument used in (iii) above it follows that Q is 
subnormal in G and hence in particular Oq(G )£l.

(v) Any Sylow q-subgroup of H is a Sylow q-subgroup of G.
Suppose not. By Theorem 2.1.2 we can find Sylow q -

subgroups Hq and Kq of H and K resped <vely such that HqKq is a 
Sylow q-subgroup of G. It follows that if Hq is not a Sylow q - 
subgroup of G then there exists an element k e K \H  which normalizes 
Hq and hence which also normalizes Qjjs)r\ II So ^  <H,k>

> H , but H is a maximal subgroup of G and so 0£)/\ is normal in 
G. Now Q is a non-trivial subnormal subgroup o f H and it follows 
that QpJsiU is non-trivial and so by the minimality of G we must have 
that fiyp/]l¡fe is subnormal in G;but X is subnormal a(Í)k  and so 
we derive the contradiction that X is subnormal in G.

From (v) we can know that H contains a Sylow q-subgroup of 
G and it follows that Oq(G) is contained in H and so X is subnormal 
in Oq(G)X but by (iii) we have that Oq(G )¿l and so from the 
minimality of G we can deduce that Oq(G)X is subnormal in G and 
so we have arrived at the contradiction that X is subnormal in G 
completing the proof of the theorem.

□
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§3 GROUPS WHICH ARE 
PRODUCTS OF NILPOTENT 
SUBGROUPS
83.1 Introduction

In 1961 it was proved in Kegelll] that any finite group which 
can be written as a product of two nilpotent subgroups is 
soluble.Further it could be deduced from Hall and Higmanll] that if a 
finite group G  can be written as a product of two subgroups H and K 
where H is nilpotent of class c,K is nilpotent of class d and the orders 
of H and K are coprime then G is soluble with derived length at most 
c+d. It has also been proved in Ito[l] that any group (finite or 
infinite) which is the product of two abelian subgroups is 
metabelian.In light of these two theorems the following has been 
conjectured:-

Conjecture 3.1.1 Any finite group G which is the product of two 
subgroups H and K, where H is nilpotent of class c and K is 
nilpotent of class d, is soluble of derived length at most c+d.

In Penningtonll] it was shown that if the above conjecture 
were true for finite p-groups then the following would be true for 
general finite groups:-

If G=HK is a finite group,where H is a nilpotent subgroup of
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G of class c and K is a nilpotent subgroup of G of class d, then G is 
soluble of derived length at most 2(c+d).

So it is worthwhile investigating the conjecture in the case where G 
is a finite p-group.

In this chapter we continue work begun in Goldll] and 
investigate p-groups of the form G=AXB where A is an abelian 
group, X fc, a cyclic group, B is an abelian group and XB is a 
nilpotent group of class 2. We show that various such groups have 
derived length three and hence satisfy the conjecture given above.In 
section 3.2 we consider such groups when G is finite and p is odd, in 
section 3.3 we assume that p is even,in section 3.4 we assume that p 
is even and that G is finite and finally in section 3.5 we look at some 
examples of these groups with properties of interest.

83.2 Odd-order groups

This section is devoted to proving the following theorem

Theorem 3.2.1 Let G=AXB be a finite p-group where
1) p is odd,
2) A and B are abelian)
3 )  Ax = A andB x =B,
4) X=<x> is cyclic ,
5) AX and BX are nilpotent of class at most 2.
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Then HA,X],[B,XD«1.

Proof Suppose the theorem were false and let G=AXB be a 
counter-example of minimal order.Let z be an element in the centre 
o f G of order p^then by the minimality of G the theorem holds in

G /<z>=((A<z>)/<z>)((X<z>)/<z>)(( B<z>)/<z>)

and it follows that

RA.XMB.XD £ <z> £ Z(G).

Now clearly we can find elements ae A and be B such that 

Ha,x],[b,xD=z.

W e proceed to derive a contradiction.

i) Ra,x],b],x]=z

from the Hall-W itt identity we obtain C C*,y iiyCi,*,*) Cz,*- 

ib - l ,x - l] Ja ,x P  ffa,x],b].x]*>'1 =1 

(note that [x,(x,al]=l as AX has class 2 and similarly that 

[b -i.x -l] =[b,x]b_ lx" 1»[b,x]).
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It follows that

da,x],b],x] = tta.xljb.xjjxb^ 

as required,

ii) [t[b,al,xla_1,x]=l

Let [a,b]=ai xa bj where a je  A .bjeB  and aelKI.
Let MA be a  maximal subgroup of G containing AX so that

MA=MAnBXA=(M AnB)AX

by Dedekind's intersection lemma.
By the minimality of G we have

H(Ma DB),X1,[A,X]]= 1.

Now b i= x “a a i" l[a ,b ] e  MA (>G' since G is nilpotent) and it 
follows that

So

[[[b,al,x),xj-[[bi~1x~a a i" 1,x],xl
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=ffbi- 1,x]a l *[ai“ l,x],x]

~IIb^—̂.x]3! \x ]  (here ~  means 'is conjugate to')

~in>i-1 ,x],xai]

=IIbi-1 ^ l,Ix^ iIl« l; (1)

and so

QIb,a],x]a \x]~[[[b,a],x],xa]
=[ffb,a],x],x[x,all 
=!Hb,a),x],[x,aD (by (1))

=IIbi- 1.xIa i [ a i_1,x),Ix,a]]
MIbi“ l,x]Jx,a]]= l,

as required.

iii) [[[x,b- H a - l],x]=z

We note that [x,b- 1J=[b,x]b- 1=[b,x] and using the Hall-W itt identity 
we obtain

[[[b,x],a- 1],xla Ha,x- 1]Jb,x]]x= l, 

and hence

[ffb,x],a- 1],x]=[Tb,x],[x,all ([a,x- 1]=[x,a]x *=[x,a])
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=Qa,x]Jb,xrfx’ai

- z ,

as required.

iv) fflx,b- l],a- 1]b,x]=z

[Ix,b_ H a“l]b=[[x,b“ l],a“b]=lIx,b”l],[b,a]a-l]

=Ix,b-1].a-1] Dx.b-tUb.alJ3' 1

and so by iii) to prove iv) it is enough to show that

Ix ,b ~ 1],[blaDa~1,x M . (2)

If we write [a,b]=a! xa bj as in ii) then by a similar argument to that 
used in ii) we can show that ia 1,x],[B,X]]=l and so in 
particular,applying the Hall-Witt identity, we have

IHx,b_1],ai _1l.xJ—1. (3)

Also,since ttx,a],[b- 1,x]] is central,applying Hall-Witt gives

Mx,b_1l,a i" 1]ix,all=l. (4)

It follows that
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DIx,b-lUb,aF 1,x)=inx,b-l),b1- lx - « a 1- l p * 1,x] 

=UIx,b-l],a1- 1la ' 1,x] 
MHx,b- 1],ai- 1],xa] 
=[Hx,b- ^],ai“ ]̂,x[x,aD 

-1  (by (3) and (4)).

This proves (2) and hence we have shown that iv) holds.

vfihe contradiction: -

From the Hall-W itt identity we obtain

[la-1 ,x“ Hb]x ttx,b-1 l,a-1 lb llb.al.xl3" 1* ^

and taking the commutator of the left-hand side with x we have

[ia- 1,x_l],b]x ,x] [[[x,b- 1],a"l]b,x] [ffb,a],x]a 1,xJ=l (each of 
the three commutators on the left-hand side is central)

and so by i),ii) and iv) (noting that [a“ l,x~lj=[a,x]) we have
z^= l j

which implies that z= l (since z has odd order) which is a 
contradiction.
This proves the theorem.

□
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Corollary 3.2.2 If G=AXB is as in heorem 3.2.1 then 
i) X<2g

and ii) G has derived length at most 3.

Proof i) Let g=axa b be an element of G where ae A,beB and 
a e  IN .Then

[g.xPMa,xP]b[b,xP].

It follows that [G,X] is generated by elements of the form

[a,xP]b[b,xP] where aeA; beB  and PeDvl

and each such element commutes with x.It follows that [G,X,X]=1 
which proves i).

ii) We have shown that [G,X,X]=1 and it follows that [G,X] is 
abelian, but modulo [G,X]} G is a product of two abelian subgroups 
(viz. A and XB) and hence by Ito's theorem G"<[G,X].It follows that 
G has derived length at most 3 as required. □

83.3 2-Groups

In this section we show conjecture 3.1.1. holds for certain 
classes of 2 -groups irrespective of whether they are finite are 
infinite.

Theorem 3.3.1 Let G=AXB be a 2-group where
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1) A and B are elementary abelian}
2) AX=A,BX=B=
3) X=<x> is a cyclic group of order 2,

tH,4) AX and BX are both nilpotent of class at most 2J 
5) AB^BA.

Then lAJCUBJCD-l.

Proof Suppose the theorem were false and let G=AXB be a counter 
example.

Claim If a and b are any elements of A and B for which Ha,x],[bfx]]£l 
then [a.bl^a'xb' for any a 'e  A .b'eB:-

Suppose that we have [a,b]=a'xb' (*) for some a 'eA .b 'eB  then 
abab=a'xb' (1)

and so

ab=aa'xb'

and it follows (since a has order two) that

aa'xb'aa'xb'=l (2)

XxfftHitfi f-̂ 9 others a« / tyena
50
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and so

aa'xb 'aaV xxb 'xb 'sl, 

so that

[aa\b'x]=[b\x].

Now

[b',xJaa'=[aa',b'xlaa'=[b'x,aa1=[x,b1=Ib',x])

so that

[aa'Jb\xH=l . (3)

Similarly (1) also implies that 

ba=a'xb'b,

and so, since b has order 2 , it follows that 

a'xbb'a'xb'b=l

and so

a'xbb'a'b'bx=b'bxb'bx
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i.e.

[a\b'bx]=[b'b,xl

and so we see that conjugation by a' (=a'_1) inverts the involution 
[b'b.x] i.e.

[a'Jb'b.xD-l . (4)

From (1) we obtain 

a'abab=xb' 

and hence

a'aba=xb'b)

whence

baa'baa'=bxb'ba')

and so

[aa',b]=a'xbTbb',x]) (5)

which is, of cours^ just (*) with aa' in place of a and bTbb'.x] in place 
of b \  So making these substitutions for a and b' in (3),we obtain
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[aib\xD=l. (6)

Also noting that [b,a]=b'xa' we see that the above relations will hold 
if we interchange each a(pnij with each b(c/H). In particular from (5) 
we obtain

[a.bb^aTaa'.xlxb; (7)

and so as above we can substitute bb' for b and alaa'.x) for a' in (4) 
to obtain

[a'[aa',x]Jb,x]]=l. (8 )

Now (3) and (6) together imply that

[a'Jb',xD=l) (9)

and so using (4) we obtain

[a',[b,x]]=l. ( 10)

(8 ) and (10) together give

[[aa',x],[b,xl]=l) (11)

and^finally (10) (which implies Ha',x],[b,x]]=l) and (11) imply that
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da,x]Jb,xD=l

a contradiction. This proves the claim.

G is a counter^ example to the theorem and so it follows that 
we can find certain fixed elements aeA .beB  such that

Ha,x],[b,x]]£l.

From the claim it follows that we can find elements a jeA  and b^eB 
such that

ab=b1a1. (12)

We now define two subsets, and Lg, of G as follows

La ={ccg A: given any PeB, aP = P 'a ' for some a'eA .P 'eB}, 

LB={pGB:given any a e  A, P a= a 'P ' for some a 'e  A .p'eBh 

There are two cases to consider:- 

Case (i) ae and be Lg:
Since AB^BA we can find elements a and b such that 

a b=b^xa' for some a 'e  A.b'e B
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and from the claim we have that

tta,xUb,xD=l. (13)

Now a e L ^  and so 

ab'=Pa for some peB .aeA . 

and it follows that

aa b=paxa'=px[x,a]aa ' } 

and hence, from the claim that

Haa,x],[b,xD=l. (14)

Similarly we can show that

a bb=b2xa2 for some a2e A ^ e B ,  

and that

aa bb=b3xa3 for some 836 A ^ e B .

It follows from the claim, that

Ha,x]Jbb,xJ]=l (15)
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and

Haa,x],[bb,xD=l.

We can easily see from (13)—(16); that

(16)

Ca,x],[b,x]]=l

which is a contradiction.

Case (ii) either a£ or b£ Lg:
Without loss of generality we may assume that bg Lg.So from 

the definition of Lg it follows that there is an element A such 
that

a4^=b'xa4 ' for some a4 'e  A.b'e B. (17)

Now from (12) we have that

ba=b1a1a; (18)

and (since b has order 2), it follows that 

[b^,a^a]=biaiab^a^a=l,

and so
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[b,aia]=[(biaia)a,aia]=l.

Now (17) implies that

1 = [ a ^ a j  a]=[b'x ,a i  a]=[b',a \  a]x[x ,a i  a]=[b\a]x[b\a j  ]ax[x ,a j  a]; 

and hence

[b\ai]=[b\a][aia,xl. (19)

Now either [b '.aileBA  or [b'.aiteBA and we consider these 
two cases separately;-  
(i) [b',aileBA:

In this case we can write

a ib '= p a  for some a e  A,peB, 

and so it follows that

(aa4)b=bbiaib'xa4'=bibPxlx,oc]aa4'. (20)

From the claim, (17) and (20) we can deduce that

Ha4 ,x],[b,x]]=Haa4 ,x],[b,x]]= 1, 

and hence that
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Ca,x]Jb,xD=l, 

a contradiction.

(ii) Ib '.a ^B A :
In this case we can deduce from (19) that 

b'a=pxa for some a e  A.peB^ 

so from the claim we have

Ha,x]Jb',xD»l. (21)

Now from (19) we can deduce that 

[aai,b']=[aai,x] 

and hence that

[aa1,b'al=[aa1,x] (22)

and so

(bb')a -biM i1b'a
=bib 'a[b'a,aailaai
=bipxa[x,aa^]aai.
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From the claim we deduce that 

tta.xljbb'.xl]*^ 

and so from (21) we obtain 

Ha,xlJb,xD=l.

This is the final contradiction which completes the proof of the 

theorem. D

Corollary 3.3.2 Let G=AXB be a 2-group where
1) A and B are elementary abelian
2) AX=A,BX=B
3) X is a cyclic group of order 2>

« ) 4) AX and BX are both nilpotent of class at most 2.
Then G has derived length at most three.

Proof If  AB=BA is a group then by Ito'sDieorem M=AB is 
metabelian. Now M<G and G /M  is clearly abelian so that G'<M and 
the corollary follows.

If  AB^BA then by theorem 3.3.1 [[A,X],[B,XJ]=1 and the 
result can be shown in this case by using the same proof as for 
Corollary 3.2.2. □

The example given below was constucted by Stonehewer and 
Busetto and it shows that Theorem 3.3.1 is not true if AB=BA.

V*) I k«5 kijpelL implied by t t a  ofckvj eu*! is  i> da
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Example 3.3.3 We construct a group G, which is the wreath 
product of a dihedral group of order 8 and a cyclic group of order 
2.

Let G=(U ix U2 ) 1 X,where

U i={ui,v i  : u i4* v i2- l , Ui v i= in “ l}»Dg^ 

U2={u2»v2 :u24=V22=l,U2v2=U2-1}a=Dg ,

X-{x:x2= l}= C 2 ,

and the action of x on (U^xU2) is given by the relations 

u ix=U2 and v^x=V2 .

If we set

A={u i2,U22,v i ,V2 } and B={u^v^,U2V2}y

then (U1xU2)-A è^ A lso 1 
G=AXB,
AX=A,BX=B
A and B are elementary abelian,
AX and BX are nilpotent of class 2 ' 

but Q vj.xU uivi.x l^ui2^ 2 *!.
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S3.4 Finite 2 -Groups

The aim of this section is to show that Conjecture 3.1.1 holds 
for certain special types of finite 2-groups.

For all of this section we will be assuming the following 
hypotheses: -

(*) G=AXB is a finite 2-group such that :-
(i) A and B are elementary abelian 2-groups,
(ii) X=<x> is a cyclic group o f order at most 2 ,
(¡¡i)Bx =B ,

f (iv) BX is a nilpotent group of class at most 2.

We begin this section by giving brief proofs of three results 
from Gold[l] concerning groups satisfying (*).

Lemma 3.4.1(Gold[ll) Let G be a group satisfying (*) and let Z be 
the centre of G.Then either Zf)A B ¿l or [B,X]=1.

Proof If G=1 then the lemma is trivially true, so we may assume 
that G41.

Suppose ZflAB=l.Since G is a non-trivial finite 2-group it 
follows that G must contain a non-trivial central element of the 
form axb for some aeA.beB.Now
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and hence [b,x]=(bx)2 centralizes A,X and B and hence G. It follows 
that [b,xleZf|AB and so by assumption [b,x]=l. Now [G,<xb>] is an 
normal subgroup of G and

[G,<xb>J=[AXB,<xb>MB,<xb>]=[B,X](

and so,if [B,X]^1 ,then it must contain a non-trivial central element 
contrary to our supposition that Zf|AB=l.Hence [B,X]=1 and the 
lemma is proved. □

Lemma 3.4.2(GoldIll) Let G be any group satisfying (*).Then 
<A,[B,Xl>^ABnBA.

Proof Suppose the lemma were false and let G be a counter
example of minimal order.
Clearly [B,X]^1 and so by Lemma 3.4.1 it follows that AB contains a 
non-trivial element of the centre of G.Let z be such an element, then 
z=ab=ba for some elements ae A and beB.Now G /<z> satisfies (*) 
and so by the minimality of G it follows that the lemma is true in 
G /<z>  and hence

<[B,X],A><AB<z>f)BA<z>=ABnBA) 

which proves the lemma. □
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Corollary 3.4.3 <[B,X],A> is a metabelian group of exponent 
dividing 4 and [AJB.XD is an elementary 2-group.

Proof Using Dedekind's intersection lemma andLemma 3.4.2 we can 
write

<A,[B,Xt>=(<AjB,Xt>f|B)A/

and so <A,[B,X]> is a product of two elementary 2-groups. The 
result now follows from Theorem 1 of Holt and HowlettlU. □
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Lemma 3.4.4 Let ae A and be B and suppose that [a,b]=a'b' for 
some a 'e  A,b'e B.Then

(i) [a,b]2=l,
(ii) [a,b1=[a',b]=l.

Proof We have that

abab=[a,b]=a'b'

and so

ab=aaV.

Since a has order two it follows that 

1=(ab)2=aa'b'aa'b'=[aa\bl

and so b ' commutes with aa' and hence with a=(aaV)b, so 

la .b l-1 ,

and symmetrically

[a \b M j

proving (ii).
Also (by expansion)
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[a,b]2=[[b,a],a]=[b'a\a]=1. 

and the lemma follows. □

Lemma 3.4.5 (For this lemma it is enough to assume that A and B 
are any abelian subgroups of any group ^.Suppose a,a'eA, b,b'eB  
and that ab '=bj'a j and b a> ai'b 1 for some a j.a j'eA , bj.b^eB.Then 

[[a,b],[a'~1,b'~1]l=l.

Proof The proof of this lemma is a ¿imple adaption of the proof of 
Ito's Theorem. For

[a,bJa 'b'- la 1,b1J)

and

[a,blb 'a'=[a1,b1l 1

so that

Ia,bUa’~l ,b'_1II=([b,alb’a’[a,bla'b’)a’*>- l .  □

Lemma 3.4.6 Let aeA  be such that [a,xl=a'xb' for some a 'eA ,b'eB . 
Then

(i) U\x]-1> 
and
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(ii) Ia,xl2=[b\xh 

Proof We have that 

aV xx=axax,

and so

a V x«xa ; 

whence

l= (xa)2=[a',b'x]=[aaa',b'x].

It follows that

[a,b'x]=[aa',b'x]. (1)

Also

xa=aa'b'x ,

and so

[x,a]=(xa)2=[aa',b'xl. (2)

Similarly^
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aa'x=b'xa J

and so

[x,aal=(xaa')2=[a,b'xl. (3)

Now (1),(2) and (3) together imply that 

[x.aMx.aa'l 

w hence)

[x,a']=[x,aaa1=[x,aa1[x,a]a a =([aa',xlx,a])a a =l^

proving (i).
Also

Ia,x]2=([a,x]2)a,=([Ix,a],xl)a,=([xb'xa',xJ)a,=[b'x,xJ=[b',x] 

proving (ii). □

Lemma 3.4.7 Let aeA  and beB  and suppose that [a,b]=a'xb' for 
some a'eA  and b'eB.Then the following hold:-

(1) [aa'Jb'.xlM,
(2) [aa',b1=[aa',xlb',x];
(3) [b',[aa',xD=[aa\xl2 }
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(4) [a\[bb\xD=l,
(5) [a\bb1=[a\xlbb',xl,
(6) Ha',x],bbl=[x,a'l2,

Proof We have that 

abab=a'xb',

and so

ab =aa'xb', 

and it follows that

1=(ab )2=aa'xb'aa'xb'=[aa\b'xlx ,b1 ( 

whence}

[aa',b'x]=[b\xl.

Now

[b',x]=[x,b1=[b'x,aa1=[aa',b'x]aa =[b\x]aay

and (1) follows.
Also

[b\x]=[aa\b'x]=[aa\x][aa',b']x=([x,aa'][aa\b'])x;
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and so

[aa\b1=[aa',xlb\x],

proving (2).
From (1) we have that

[x^Tb\x]=[b\xIx,aa1=[b\aa1=[aa',b'lb =laa',xlb '[b',xJy

and so

[aa\xjb’=[x,aa'];

and (3) follows.
We know that

ba=a'xbb'.
and so

l=(ba)2=a'xbb'a'xbb'=[a\bb'x][bb\x], 

and it follows that

[a\bb'x]=[bb',x](

whence.
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[bb',x]=[x,bb1=[a',bb'x]a »[bb'.xj^

and (4) follows.
Also

[bb\x]=[a\bb'x]=[a',xl[a\bb']x=([x,a']la',bb'])x

and so

[a',bb1=[a',x]Ibb'Jxl f

proving (5).
From (4) we have that

[x,aTbb\x]=[bb',x][x,a1=[a\bb']bb,=[a\x]bb,[bb\x] )

and so

[a\x]bb'=[x,a'l, 

and (6) follows. □

Note We will use 7(1) to refer to Lemma 3.4.7(1) etc..

Corollary 3.4.8 Let aeA  and beB and suppose that [a,bl=a'xb' for 
some a 'eA  and b'eB.Then the following hold:-
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(1) [a,[b',xD=1,
(2) la,b'x[b,xBs=ia,xXb',x],
(3) [b1b,xUa,xI=[a,xJ2
(4) [a'ib,xD=l,
(5) [a',bxb'x]=ta',xlb',xltb,xjj
(6) Ha’,x],b*b'*Wx,a')2 ,

Proof
abab=a'xb'

and so

a'abaa'=xbb'a'

whence

[aa',b]=a'xb'x[b,x].

(1),(2),(3),(5) and (6) now follow from the corresponding 
numbers in Lemma 3.4.7 on substituting aa' for a and b'x[b,x] for 
b'j(4) follows from (1),7(1) and 7(4). □

Note We shall use 8(1) to refer to Corollary 3.4.8(1) etc..

Proposition 3.4.9 Let aeA  and beB and suppose that [a,b]=a'xb' 
for some a'eA  and b'eB.

Then Da,x]f[b,xD«l.

Proof
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We shall consider three exhaustive cases:-
(i) [aa',x]eAB,
(ii) [a,x]e AB
(iii) [aa\xl* AB and [a.xfcAB.

Case (i) [aa'.xleAB

In this case we can write [aa',xl«ab for some ae A and be B.Now 

abab=a'xb',

and so

babb'=aa'x) 

whence)

bb'abb'a=b'aa'xa=b'x[x,aaTa'=b'xbaa';

i.e.

[a,bb'l=a'axbxb'.

From 8(4) (with bb' in place of b etc.) we have that 

[a'aJbb',xD=lj
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and so from 7(4) we deduce that 

[aJbb',xD=l,

and so

ttaa\x]Ibb\xD=[ab,[bb\xfl= 1; 

and we deduce from 7(1) that 

[[aa\x],[b,x]]= 1 j

and finally, from 8(4) we deduce that 

Ua,x],[b,xD=l as required.

Case (ii) [a,x]eAB 

In this case we note that, since 

abab=a'xb'; 

we have that

a'aba=xb'b

and so
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[b,aa1=[b,xjb'xxa'

[aa\b]=a'xb'x[b,x].

It follows from case (i) (with aa' in place of a etc.) that 
[[aa',x]Jb,xD= 1; and now 8(4) implies that

(Ia,x]Jb,xD=l as required.

Case (iii) [aa\x]*AB and [a,x]*AB

In this case we can write

[a,x]=ax5 for some ae A and
b€B

and

Iaa\x]-a'x6' for some
a'e A.SeB.

Claim:- In this case [a',xP=l.
First of all we note that by 3.4.6(i) we have
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(a',x]=l,

and so

l=Daa',xUl=[B'31. (1)

Now

aa'xaa'x=a'xB'

and so <*/*</«/> L*y)

aa'x=B'xa'aa'.

It follows that

[x,a]=laa'x,a]=[6'xa'aa\a]-[5'x,aP'aa,=[6'x,a]aa' (by (1))
(2).

Also

[aa',x]=(aa'x)2=[B'x,a'aa']=[B'x,aa1(

and so

[aa\x]=[B'x,a1 [B'x,a]a =[B'x,aT [a,x] (by (2)).
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It follows that

[B'x,a1=[aa\x] lx,a]=(laa\x}a{a,x])a=[a\x]a. (3)

but by 3.4.6(i) a commutes with x and hence with B and 6' and so 

[aa\x] [x,a]=a'xB'Bxa=a'a(B'B)xe  AB, 

and it follows from 3.4.4o)that
affifJtvX' atja

l=DB'x,al,a1-[[a,,xia,a1=(lx,al2)a | 

which proves the claim.

We have that 

abab=a'xb'

and so

ba=a'axbb'

hence

ab'=baa'xb j 

so that
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[a,b']=[aa\x]b; 

and it follows that

[b'.a'Jb'.xP =[b',xal=[b',B'xa1=[bMx,aaT]=[b'Jb',albl=(Ib',a]2)b = 
Laa',xr2=[B',xr1=[B',x] (by 3.4.6(h)).

We see from this that

[a\b1=[6',xP [b\xl=[6\x] [b',x]e AB;

and so by 3.4.4 we have that

la\Ib',xD=[a\[6\x) [b'.xlM  (4)

Also by the claim and 7(6)^ we know that

Ua'.xl.bb1=[x,a']2« l  „ (5)

Now

abab=a'xb'

and so

bb'abb'a=b'aa'xa=bt>'x a'a*,
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i.e.

[a,bb1=a'aW x eAB (6).

It follows from 3.4.4 that

Ha.bbl.bb'M, 
and so certainly

Ha,bb'],bb\xJ«l.

Also we have by (5) and (6) that

Ha,bb1,x,bb1=Ha',x)^’̂ 'x[b'B'x,x],bb1=l.

It follows, from the Hall-Witt identity, that 

da,bb'],[bb\xE=l, 

and so from (6) we obtain 

[a'a\[bb',xD=l,

whence, from 7(4), we have that

l=[a\[b',x] [b,xfl=[a',[b,xll (from (4))=[6'xa\[b,x]];
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and so

Qaa',xUb,x]]-l ,

and finally from 8(4) we deduce that

da,x]Jb,xD= 1 f as required.
□

We now prove the main result of this section.

Thorem 3.4.10 Let G=AXB be a finite group such that
(i) A and B are elementary abelian 2-groups,
(ii) AB is not a group, (  no Q- = )
(iii) X=<x> is a cyclic group of order 2,
(iv) BX=B,

(*  j (v) BX is a nilpotent group of class at most 2.

Then HA,X],IB,X]]=1.

Proof Suppose the theorem is not true and let G=AXB be a counter 
example to the theorem of minimal order.

It is clear that [B,X]£1 and so using Lemma 3.4.1 we may 
deduce that G has a central element, z say,of order 2 contained in 
AB. Since <z> < AB it follows that in the factor group G /<z> the 
subgroups (A<z>)/<z> and (B<z>)/<z> do not permute and also it 
is clear that the subgroup (X<z>)/<z>) has order 2. So the group
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G/<z>=(A<z>/<z>)(X<z>/<z>)(B<z>/<z>)

satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and hence, by the minimality 
of G,we must have that

ttA.XJJB^CD <; <z>.

Let aj and bj be two elements of G for which
tta1,xUb1,xD*l.

We note immediately that,by P roposition 3.4.9, we must have that

[a^bj] = a j 'b j ' for some a j 'e  A and b j'eB . (1)

We now define two subsets and Lg of A and B 
respectively, as follows:-

= {ae A such that aBçBA }i

Lg = {beB such that bAs^fr.},

and note that both these sets are closed under taking products so that 
in fact both of these sets are subgroups (as G is finite); in particular 
if b€Lgf then b -1 eL g  and it follows that AbeBA.

Claim There exists an élément h e B \L g  such that [Ia1,x],[h,xD^l.
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If bj £ Lg then the claim is certainly true so suppose that 
b je L g . Since AB^BA we can find elements ae A and be  B such that

ab=b'xa' for some
a 'eA .b 'eB .

Since b j 6 Lg we have that

abbj = b'xa'bj * b"xa" for some a"e A ,b"eB,

and in particular b b ^ L g .  Now Ibj.x] = [bbj.xl [b,x] and so clearly 
either

Haltxl, [bbj.xD * 1

or

Daj.x], [b,xD t  1,

and in either case the claim is true.

In light of the claim we may assume that b jg L g . Either 
a i e ^A  or a i ^^A« we consider the two cases separately.

Case l a t E L ^

First of all we note that [B,X]^Lg from lemma 3.4.2 and so it 
follows from Lemma 3.4.5 that
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for any be B [at ,[b,x]] is in the centre of [A,BJ=G\ (*) 

Qaim [G.bj T<AB (recall [a1,b1]=a1'b1').

Either G=<B,X,a1> or G^<B,X,a1>.

If G=<B,X,a1>,then we recall that from-emma 3.4.4 we have
[ij.bj 3=1 

and it follows that

[G.bj 3=[x,b13*-*^AB by lemma 3.4.2.

If G£<B,X,aj> then let M be a maximal subgroup of G 
containing <B,X,aj>. Using Dedekind's intersection lemma we can 
write

M=BX(MflA)

and so if B and Mf)A do roCpermute then by the minimality of G we 
must have that

CMfKXUB.XlM

and in particular

Gaj.xUbj ,xD=l
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which is a contradiction. Hence B and Mf|A permute.
We note that B(MflA)<M as lM:B(Mf|A)te2. Let 

J=(B(Mf|A»G. Suppose that an, is an element of Af)M and let 
g=abxa  be an element of G, 
where ae A,be B and a  is 0 or 1 then

= ambx“ e  (BCMflA))11“  -  B(Mf|A).

It follows that Af|M £ J < G. Now aj e  Mf)A and 
a i '^ b i l b i 'e M f l A  and so bj'=ajTaj,bjleJ. It follows that 
[G.bj KJ^AB and the claim is proved.

We know that bj £ Lg and so we can find an element ae A such
that

a^1 = a'xb' for some a'eA  , b'eB.

By Proposition 3.4.9

Ha.xlJbj ,xD=l . (2)

From (1) we see that

(a a j^ s ia ^ )*51 = ajaj'bj'a'xb' = ajaj'a'la'.bjTbj'xbJ
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and so using the claim above it is easy to see that we can write 

(aaj)bl = a"xb" for some a"e A ,b"eB

and hence,from Proposition 3.4.9; it follows that

Ha.xl31 [aj ptUbj .xD -  (laaj ,xUbt ,xD * 1» (3)

But

da.x]31 .[bj ,xD =Ha,x],[b1,x]a i]ai = iïa.xmbj .x ]^  l]31 (using(2)) 
= 1 from (*).

So (3) implies that Œaj .xljbj ,xD * 1, a contradiction, which finishes 
the proof in Case 1.

Case 2 a ^ L ^
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing BX.
Suppose that a ^ M  = BX(Af|M), then since it follows

that B and Af)M don't permute and hence, because of the minimality 
of G, we have

HAflM.XljB.XlM,

and in particular
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Haj.xJ.Ib, ,xD=l

which is a contradiction.
So we may assume that a ^  M and hence that

G = M ] <aj >.

Claim (MflA) B * B (Mf|A)

We know that b ^ L g  so we can find an element a€ A for which 

abj =bj *x at * for some ax *e A,b*e B.

Either ae Mf)A (which implies the claim from the above) or

a = ama1 for some anjefl')^

and in this case we have 

b,*x a j*

and so

ambjtbj .a ^ a ^ b j  x a  ̂ t 

whence (from (1))
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am bibi'-b i x a j  a ^ ' ,

so that the claim is also true if ag AflM.

The above claim together with the minimality of G implies
that

dMflA.XUB.XH = 1. (4)

We are assuming that a^L y^and  so we can find an element 
beB for which

a1b=b'xa' for some b'eB .a'eA .

By proposition 3.4.9 we have that

ttai,xJJb,xD=l( (5)

and also; since

b i 'b ib 'xa'=biT:>i aib=biT bi,ai]a ib ib = aj 'a ib ib ) 

we must (using proposition 3.4.9 again) have that 

Hai'ai,xl,[bib,xD=l/ 

and hence
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llaj 'a i .xJJbj ,xJjk,x^[Tb,x]iai 'aj ,xD.

Whence, conjugating by [b,x], we obtain

Haj 'at pi]Sb\ .xD^Haj 'aj ,x)Jb,xD. (6).

Claim 1 [[aj pcl.Ibj ,xD=IIb1 .xl.tb.x]31 ]

First we note that,since 

[a1,b il=a1'b1'J 

it follows that

a1a1'=b1a1b1b1)' 

and hence

(aiai',x]=[bi,xla ib lb l  [aj,x]b lb l Ibjbi'.x]. (7) 

A lso^y corollary 3.4.3,

(aiJbi,x]Jbi,x]]-([bi,x]ai)4» l .  (8)

Combining (7) and (8) we obtain
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D aiai\xJJbi,xD »IIbi,xJa i b l b l  [a i,x )b lb l  [b ib i'.x JJb j.x jl 

- I a 1,xUb1,xIJb l bl lb l bl'-xl 
=[Ia1,x],[b1,xE (eZ(G))(

and so,using (6) and (7), we obtain

Hai,x]Jbi,xD=Qaiai',x],Ib^D

=ttbi,x]a l b l b l  [ai,x]b lb l [bjb^'.xUb.xD 

(using (5)) =!Ibi,xIa i ,[b,xD

=Cbi.xl.fb.xj3 ]̂ (since ffa^,x],[b^,x]] is central),

proving claim 1.

Claim 2 Cbi.x].[b.x]al]= l

Using the Hall-Witt identity we see that it is enough to show that

a) ttb,x]a l,x ,b il= l,

and

b) H b .xfl.b^xM .

a) Db1,xla l,xl=(Ib1.xU a i la i =Ibi.x],lx,a1lla leZ(G),
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and so certainly

[ffbi,xla i ,x],bil*l as required,

b) Ilb.xl^.bilattb.xU i.bi], 

and applying the Hall-Witt identity we obtain

iTu,A],ai,bi]=[rb,x],[ai,bi]]klM

=Hb,x]a l.[a1,b1D,

but [aj.bile AB, and so by lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.5 we have that 

Haj .bjU aj ,[b,xD]= 1, 

and it follows that

Ib.xla i ,b1)-|[b.xI,[a1,b1D
=[Tb,x],ai1 ( la i,b il= a i'b i'= b i'a i ' by Lemma

3.4.4(i)).

Now ai'= [ai,b iJb i'eM f|A  (M contains B and G');and so,by (4) we 
have that

Hai\x]Jb,xD-l.
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Hence using this and the Hall-Witt identity we obtain 

,x)=ffb,x],a j  '.xKffb.xUa j  \xD -1, 

proving b) and claim 2 .

Claims 1 and 2 together show that

O ai,xU bi,xll-l)

which is a contradiction that proves the theorem in case 2 and hence 
completes the proof of the theorem. □

C orollary 3.4.11 Any group G which satisfies the hypotheses of 
““Theorem 3.4.10 has derived length at most 3

Proof First of all we note that if we set 

L=[B,X]G=1B,XJA

then the factor group G /L  is metabelian as it is the product of two 
abelian groups. So in order to prove the corollary it is enough to 
show that L  is abelian.

For any two elements ae A and be B we have that
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[[b,xja,x]=[[b,x],xa]a=[Ib,x],[x,a]]a =1 (byTheorem 3.4.10)

and so

IIB,X1G,X)=1, (1)

Now L' is normally generated by elements o f the form 

[[b.x]3 Jb'.xD where b,b'e B and ae A)

but from (1) we have that 

Ib,xla .x,b1= l ) 

and

ib,x]a,b',x]e[[B,X]G,X ]= l,

and so using the Hall-Witt identity we can deduce that 

ffb.xj3 Jb',xD=l j

which proves that L'= 1 and the corollary follows. □ 

f3 .5  Examples
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In this section we present a few examples o f  groups which 
have similamo those we have been examining in the previous 
sections.

All the groups are of the form G=AXB w here A, X and B are 
elementary abelian p-groups for some prime p. A lso in each of the 
following groups we shall be assuming that X normalizes A and B, 
that both AX and BX are nilpotent of class at m ost 2 and that 
AflB=AnX=BriX=l.

We will give a complete description of the groups in a list of 
(defining) properties as follows

(i) the prime p is ... ^

(ii) the (independent) generators of A, B an d  X are

A=<ai, ...an >, B=<bj ,...,bm > and X =<*,y>,

(iii) the action of X on A and B given by a list of the non
trivial commutators of each generator of A and B with each element 
o f X.

(iv) a commutator table giving the commutators of each 
generator of A with each generator of B.

The verificationjthat each of the examples below is  in fact a group 
with the required structure (i.e. that the presentation does not 
collapse),was done using Von Dyck's Theorem and is not included 
here,as it only involves routine calculations .
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Example 3.5.1 A 2-group G-AXB with X=*C2 and ABjtBA 

which has derived length 3.

0 ) P - 2 ,

(ii) A «<at ,a2,a3>, B -< b t ,b2 ,b3> and X«<x>,

(iii) taj ,x]=a2, [bj .x]*!^ r (x commutes with the other 
generators),

(iv)

M bi b2 b3

ai 1 1 bi

a2 1 1 b2

a3 «A 1 X

Note G "=<b2 >.

Example 3.5.2 A 2-group G=AXB for which X=<x,y>*C2xC2  ’ 

AB^BA and ttA,<x>UB,<y>D^l

0 )  P -2 ,

(ii) A=<at ,...,a5 >, B=<bj ,...,b8 >  and X=<x,y>;
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(iii) [a, ,x]=a2, [aj,y]=a4 , [a3,yl-a5, [b,,x)=b2, [bj,y]=b4, 
tb3,yl=b8 and [b6 ,y]=b7

Civ)

[.] bt b2 b3 b4 bs b6 b7 bs

ai aixbs b6 a2te asbs 1 1 1 b7

a2 b6 1 1 b7 1 1 1 1

a3 b2b6 1 b6 bs b7 1 1 1

a4 b5 b7 1 1 1 1 1 1

as b8b7 1 b7 1 1 1 1 1

Note Ca1 ,y ), [bl txll = b ,  ¿1»

Example 3.5.3 A 2-group G=AXB for which X ^ x .y ^ -C ^ x C ^  , 

ABitBA and IA,<y>UB,<y>ll^l.

(i) P=2.

(ii) A=<a, ,...,a5 >, B =<b, ,...,b6 >  and X=<x,y>.

(iii) [a7,x]=a2, (a5 ,y]=a4 , (b1,x]=b2, tb6,y]=b2 and [b3 ,y]=b2.
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(iv)

bi t>2 b3 bs bs b *
ai 1 1 bi 1 1 1
a2 1 1 b2 1 1 1
03 a2b2 1 X 1 1 1
o * 1 1 1 b2 b6 1as 1 1 1 b2b6 1 1

Note Ia5 ,y l , [b5 ,yl]*l.

Example 3.5.4 A p-group G=AXB in which X*Cp x Cpand 
IIA.X1JB.XJW1.

(i) p is any prime.

(ii) A-= < aj .a2,ai .a4>, B=<b[ ,..,b12> and X=<x,y>.

(iii) [a jp O -a jJa^y l-a j, lb,.xl=b2, [b,,yl=b3, [b5 ,xj=b4, 
tb7,x]=b6, tb8 ,y]=b4, Ihj.yl^bj, [bu ,xl-b10 and [bu ,y]=.b12.

(iv)
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Ì4 Products of Subgroups which 
are not Groups
f4 .1  In troduc tion

In this section we investigate the situation where we have a 
group G with three subgroups H, A and B such that H is contained in 
the product AB which need not be a group.

Given this situation it is natural to wonder about what effect the 
structures of A and B have upon the structure of H and whether or 
not theorems for products of subgroups which are groups will
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generalize to this situation (for example if A and B are nilpotent 
must H be soluble?).

The following result, due to Stonehewer and Busetto, 
generalizing Ito's Theorem gives some hope that other generalizations 
might be true.

Theorem (Stonehewer and Busetto) Suppose G is a group with 
subgroups A,B and H such that A and B are abelian and H£ABflhen 
H is metabelian.

The proof of this theorem is a generalized version of the proof 
of Ito's Theorem.

In this chapter we Construct several examples of groups which 
show that certain theorems for factorized groups do not generalize in 
the above fashion and also we prove some elementary results 
concerning the exponent of a subgroup contained in the product of 
two abelian subgroups.

Notation Whenever we have a group G with subgroups A, B and X 
such that X < AB we will use the following notation

Ji^(X) * {ae A I 3 beB  such that abex}^

7tg(X ) = {beB I 3 aeA  such that ab e x j .  

f4 .2  W ielandt's Theorem
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In this section we consider the following situation in which we 
have a product of subgroups that is not a group:-

(*) G is a finite group with subgroups A,B,H,X such that 
X^HcAB (here AB is a set), X sn A and X sn B.

G

1

First of all .we give an example to show that X need not be 
subnormal in H and then we give certain extra conditions which are
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sufficent to ensure that X is subnormal in G.

Example 4 .2.1 We construct a group G satisfying (*) in which X is 
not subnormal in H.

Let K be the field of three elements and let W be the vector space 
over K consisting of all the 2-dimensional column vectors with 
coefficients in K. Let

[1 and v =
0

M 1

and let A be the subgroup of GL(2,K) generated by the elements 
0  l l  f l  -1

then A=< a,x I a8=x2= l , ax=a3 >  is a group o f o rder 16 (it is in 
fac t a Sylow 2-subgroup o f G(2,K) ).

Let V =<u,v> be the additive group o f W  which we will 
w rite  multiplicatively for convenience. Then A acts on V in a 

natural way i.e. ua  is the product o f the 2 x2 matrix a with the 
colum n vector u so we have

a a i x , x , .u = v, v = uv_1, u = u and v = u-1v-1.

W e take G to be the semidirect product V 1 A.
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Let b = u- 1a -1u and define B to be the group <b,x> -  Au 
(since x commutes with u). We note the following

a_1b_1 = u au = uv-1 , a-3b-3 = u a u = u-1v and (uv_1)x =
u - 1v.

N ow  let h = uv-1 so that ,by the above, <h> < AB and let

H = < h,x > »  8 3 ^

then clearly H = < h x x >  < AB.

Finally if we let X = <x> then we have that X < H < AB, X is 
subnormal in A and in B but X is not subnormal H. □

To end this section we give some conditions under which the 
subgroup X in situation (*) (with G soluble as well) must be 
subnormal in H.

Proposition 4.2.4 Suppose G is a finite soluble group with 
subgroups A,B,H and .Xsuch that X < Af|B, X< H < AB, X is cyclic 
w ith order a power o f a prime and [A,X,X1 = [B,X,X] = 1. Suppose 
also that at least one of the following conditions holds:-

(i) AfÏB S X

(ii) X is permutable in B L i,. f t. a, ̂  ¡ , L ma f, 0f  1/
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(iii) [ y, b , b] = 1 for all yeX  and beB.

Then X sn H.

Proof Let G be a counter"example to the theorem of minimal 
order for which the order of H is also minimal.

Clearly G = <A ,B>. Let V be a minimal normal subgroup of 
G. By the minimality o f G we must have that

(XV)/V sn (HV)/V,

and it follows that X(Vf|H) sn H and hence that X is not subnormal 
in (Vf)H)X ^ AB and hence, by the the minimality o f |H| we must 
have that

H = (Vf|H)X.

Also it is clear, that if  p" is the order o f X, where p is a prime, then V 
must be an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q£p. So, 
using Lemma 2.3.1; we can deduce that

(V fjH ) -  [V f|H ,X ] x Cy p|H(X )>

and hence X is not subnormal in rvflH.XlX so that,by the minimality 
of H,we must have that

Vf|H  -  [Y flH ,X l,
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whence we have that 

CV|"|H<X) "
It is clear that we may assume that

A -  <rtA(VnH)> G>X) and B -  < 7CB (V f|H )>,

and so; since both 7ig(Vf)H) and 7CA(Vf|H) are contained in AVflBy, 

it follows that

G -  <A,B> = AV = BV

and hence

Af)V = Bf)V -  1 (since Af|V<G and  clearly VflA).

Suppose h is a non-identity element o f  Vf)H then we can find 
elements a and b of A and B respectively such that 1 £ h =ab.
Let

Claim There exists a positive integer r such that [htrx] = h 

clearly the sequence 

[hH)x]=h, [h,x], [h,2x], ...

repeats itself after finitely many steps. Let r  be the least positive 
integer for which we can find an integer m  with 0  <, m < r such that
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Ih.rX] = [h,m x].

To prove the claim it is enough to show that m=0. Suppose not, so 
that m is a positive integer, then we have that

Hh,r.,xl.xl = t th ^ x l.x ]  » [ x,(lh^_1xl)-'lth’m- lxl;

and so, since V is abelian, we have that

1 = Hh,r_1xl,x] [(th^.jxD“1,*] = [ Di»r_| xl (Dim.ix D -, ,x ] ,
but Cyp||^(<x>)= 1 and so we must have that

Ih-r-l*l -  Bl,m_ixl,

contradicting our choice of r. It follows that m=0. and so [h>rxl =h  
which proves the claim.

Now [h,x] = [a,x]b [b,x] which commutes with x^ and so,since 

x also commutes with x it follows that for any n>C

ffh,nx],xb] « 1

and so using the claim we can deduce that 

Dux6] -  1.
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Now

[ba,x] = [hb ,xl -  1 } 

and so we have that 

ib,x fta.x] = 1 ) 

and hence

[b,x] -  la~\xl.

Claim Each of the three conditions mentioned in the statement of the 
proposition now suffices to ensure that [b_1,x] € Ar

i l )  if condition (i) holds then we have that 

[b,x] = [a_1,xl e Af)B £  X;

and so

[b,x] = xa  for some a> 0 .

It follows that b, and hence b '1, normalises X so that 

[b_1,xl e X $ A .
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(2) If condition (ii) holds then we have that

b"1x for some positive integers a  and

and so

[b_1,x] = [x,b]k = [x^,b] = [x,b]^ = [x.a-1]^ e  A as required.

(3) If condition (iii) holds then we have that

[b_1,x] = lx,b]k = [x,b] e  A finishing the proof of the claim. 

Finally we have that

[h,xl = la^t]b[b,x]y

and so conjugating by b_1 and using the claim we have 

la.xlx.b"1) € VfjA = 1

and so [h,x] = 1, which implies that h = 1 giving us a contradiction 
that finishes the proof of the proposition. □

Corollary 4.2.3 Suppose G is a finite soluble group with 
subgroups AJB.X.H such that X ^  H ^  AB, X ^  Af)B, 
[A,X,X1-[B,X,XM and (y,b,bl-l for all yeX  and b€B. Then X sn
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H.

P roof Since X is the join of a finite number of cyclic groups of 
prime power order each satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 
2.4.2 the corollary follows immediately from P roposition 2.4.2 and 
Wielandts Join Theorem (Satz 7 of Wielandtl2]> which states that in a 
finite group the join of any two subnormal subgroups is subnormal.

□

,f4.3 Products o f  C yclic  Subgroups

It is well known that if a group can be expressed as a product 
of two cyclic subgroups then it is supersoluble. In this section we 
construct an example to show that a subgroup contained in a product 
of cyclic sugroups need not be supersoluble.

Example 4.3.1 (with .S£. Stonehewer) A finite soluble group 
G=<A,B> with A and B cyclic subgroups which has a subgroup X 
which is contained in the product AB but which is not supersoluble.

Let K be a field containing 16 elements which has minimal 
polynomial

i4 +r+l=0.

Let 0  be a root of this polynomial.
Let V be the additive group of K (which we will write 

multiplicatively for convenience), so that V is an elementary abelian 
2 -group with basis u, v, w and x where
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u = l,v = 0 , w=02  and x=0 3 .

Let A=<a> be the multiplicative group of K i.e. a cyclic 
group of order 15 and let A act on V in the obvious fashion (i.e. 

'ua=u0 O so that

ua=v, va=w, wa=x, xa= uv ('=0 4 0 .

We define G to be the semi-direct product G=V 1 A.
We now define b to be ua_1u and let B=<b>, a cyclic group of 

order 15, and note that,since V is a normal subgroup of G; we must 
have that

VflAB-faW  I 0 ii i <; 15},

i.e. VflAB contains every element of V except one (since the a'b‘ are 
clearly all distinct as AflB = l ) .  By direct computation, we can show 
that

Vf)AB = V\{u}.

Now we can show that

a5 a10v = wx and v = vwx

and hence the subgroup <v,wx> is normalized by a5. It follows that
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if we set

X -  <v,wx>Ka5>;

f  hen X is contained in AB and furthermore X is clearly isomorphic 
to A4 and is not supersoluble. □

The construction of the above example can be generalized to 

show that there is no bound on the rank* of a subgroup of a group 
contained in the product of two cyclic subgroups unlike the case 
where we consider a group that can be expressed as a product of 
product of cyclic subgroups (see for example Robinsonlll).

* Here we use the rank of a group G to mean the smallest positive 
integer r(G) such that every finitely generated subgroup of G can be 
generated by r(G) elements.

Exam ple 4.3.2 (with $.£ Stonehewer) A finite soluble subgroup 
G=<A,B> with A and B cyclic subgroups which has a subgroup X 
which is contained in the product AB, aot/ n/hiih has rank r)where r 
can be any positive integer.

Let K be a field of qr elements for some prime q. Let V be the 

additive group of K and let A=<a> be a cyclic group of order qr - l  
which is acting on V in the manner described in example 4.3.1 . Set 
G=V]A and let b=u_1au where u is any non-trivial element of V. If 
we let B=<b> then as in Example 4.3.1 we have that
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VflAB = { a V  I OS i £qr- l}  -  V \{u},

and so clearly AB must contain an elementary abelian q-subgroup of 
V of rank r-l^as required. □

f4 .4  Exponents in Products o f  Subgroups

In Howlettlll it is shown that if a group G can be expressed as 
a product of two abelian subgroups A and B, where A has exponent e 
and B has exponent f  then the exponent of G divides ef. In this 
section we investigate the situation that arises when in a group G,we 
have two abelian subgroups A and B and look at what effect the 
exponents of A and B have on the exponent of any subgroup X 
contained in the product AB. Clearly ,the result of Howlett mentioned 
above does not generalise in as strong a form, for if we consider the 
alternating group A4 we see that

<(12)(34)> £  <(134)X (132)>. In this section we present 
some elementary results regarding this situation in soluble groups.

Proposition 4.4.1 Let G be a finite soluble group with subgroups 
A, B and X such that A and B are abelian and have coprime orders 
and X is contained in the product AB. Then if A is 7C1 -group and B 
is a 1C2 -group then X is a group.

P roof Suppose the proposition is not true and let G be a counter
example of minimal order and let V be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G. By the minimality of G we have that the proposition is true in
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G /y  and so XV/V is a “group. R follows that X/(Xf)V) is a 
*iU*2 -group and so we must have that Vf|ABz>vnX^l and, 
moreover that V is a (7C1Ujt2)'-group. So there exists elements a and 
b from A  and B respectively such that

litabeV flA B,

but aeA f)V B = l (as A and BV have coprime order) and beB f|A V =l, 
and so we have a contradiction. □

Proposition 4.4.2 Let G be a finite soluble group with subgroups 
A, B and X such that A and B are abelian and X is contained in the 
product AB. Suppose that the exponent of A is e and the exponent of 
B is f. ^ f  q is any prime dividing the order of X then

Proof Suppose the result is false, and let G be a counter-example of 
minimal order. We may assume,without loss of generality, that e<f 
and also that X is a cyclic group of order q. We may further assume 
that G =<A,B> and that A =< tca (X)> and B=<tcb (X)>.

Let V be a minimal normal subgroup of G,then as the result 
holds in G /V  it follows that we must have that X ^y  and so V must 
be an elementary abelian q-group and,in fact, it must also be the 
unique minimal normal subgroup of G.

Now clearlyj7Cg(X)^AV and so it follows that G=AY and 

hence the centralizer of V in A being a normal subgroup o f G must
be 1.
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We can regard V as an irreducible Zq A-module upon which 
A acts faithfully. Applying Schur's Lemma ,we can deduce that 
End_ A(V) is a division algebra. Since A is abelian, we have that

ZqA is contained in this algebra, and hence A is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of the multiplicative group of a field; i.e A is cyclic and 
hence has order QUicttye.

So we have shown that iXoiAi but A flX ^B flX ^an d  so for any 
element aeA there exists at most one element beB  for which abeX 
(for if there were another element b'eB with ab'eX  then we would 
have that b_1b'= (ab)- 1(ab')eBflX=l and hence b'=b). But Xc a B 
and Bf|X=l and so it follows that IXI^AI and we have a 
contradiction. □
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